The Second Inter-American Conference on Social Security

By Wilbur J. Cohen*

SEVENTEEN AMERICAN COUNTRIES and six international organizations, represented by more than a hundred delegates and observers, took part in the Second Inter-American Conference on Social Security, held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, November 10-21, 1947. Morvan Dias de Figueiredo, Brazilian Minister of Labor, Industry, and Commerce, was elected chairman. The meeting was the Conference's first since the one in September 1942, when the Conference was established "to facilitate and develop the cooperation of the social security administrations and institutions" in the Americas.1 During the intervening years the work of the Conference has been continued by the Permanent Inter-American Committee on Social Security, set up for that purpose at the first meeting of the Conference.2

The chairman of the United States delegation to the Conference was Arthur J. Altmeyer, Commissioner for Social Security and Chairman of the Permanent Committee. The other members were Wilbur J. Cohen, Assistant Director of the Bureau of Research and Statistics of the Social Security Administration; Clara M. Beyer, Associate Director of the Division of Labor Standards, Department of Labor; and Edward J. Rowell and Roy Tasco Davis, Jr., from the United States Embassy in Rio de Janeiro. Mr. Davis acted as secretary to the delegation.

The other American countries represented were Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. The International Labor Organiza-
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1 For a summary of the 1942 Conference in Santiago de Chile, see the Bulletin, October 1942, pp. 4-7.

2 For a report of the second meeting of the Permanent Committee in Mexico City in July 1945, see the Bulletin, October 1945, pp. 3-4.

tion,3 the Pan American Sanitary Commission, the Inter-American Institute of Statistics, and the World Health Organization also sent representatives, and the labor attaché of the British Embassy and the Secretary-General of the International Social Security Association attended as special observers.

Opening Session

The first plenary session, which was formally opened by Mr. Altmeyer as Chairman of the Permanent Committee, was held in the Ministry of Health and Education. In his speech, Mr. Altmeyer pointed out that this was the first meeting held since the termination of the war. "In a very real sense," he said, "that war was fought to establish the same thesis that underlies social security, namely, that the state exists to promote the welfare of the individual, rather than that the individual exists to promote the welfare of the state."

"The modern state recognizes that in order to promote the welfare of the individual it must achieve two objectives: full production of goods and services, and equitable distribution of the goods and services produced. The modern state recognizes that these two objectives are interdependent. Without full production, a nation will not have sufficient goods and services to distribute. The welfare of the people of the nation cannot be promoted by distributing scarcity, but only by distributing abundance. However, unless the people of a nation share equitably in the goods and services they produce, they will not be efficient producers; they will not have the incentive to produce to their full capacity; and they will not enjoy the purchasing power necessary to maintain full production."

"What we have come to call social security is the means whereby the modern state assures equitable distribution of the goods and services its people produce. In other words, social security is a device whereby the modern state makes certain that all its people shall enjoy a minimum level of well-being.

"Social security as a program of action has three phases—social insurance, social assistance, and social services—which mutually reinforce each other. The relationship of these three phases of social security to each other, and in fact, the exact form in which a social security program develops in a particular country, is dependent upon the history of that particular country and the existing political, social, and economic institutions of that country."

Mr. Altmeyer referred to the task before the Inter-American Conference on Social Security and the Inter-American Committee on Social Security as the development of a cooperative program of action throughout the Americas that will enlist all inter-American and international institutions concerned. "We have been fortunate," he declared, "in developing an effective relationship with the International Labor Organization... we are hopeful that this effective working relationship may continue. However, to be fully effective, we must consider carefully ways and means of more effective cooperation with other international organizations as well, particularly those now operating throughout the Americas, or which in the future may be operating throughout the Americas in the field of social security. We must admit that heretofore we have given primary consideration to only one aspect of social security, namely, social insurance. We must recognize that, in order to be fully effective, in the future it will be necessary to relate social insurance to social assistance and to social services generally."

Mr. Altmeyer called attention to the fact that the Inter-American Economic and Social Council, organized provisionally by the governing board of the Pan American Union, will probably be made a permanent organization—as recommended by the Inter-American Conference on War and Peace in
Mexico in 1945—at the Ninth International Conference of American States, which is to meet in Bogotá on March 30. The agenda of the Bogotá Conference include consideration of the development and improvement of inter-American social services. He therefore asked the Conference on Social Security to consider authorizing its Permanent Committee to "study any resolutions adopted by the International Conference of American States relating to social security and social questions, and to proffer the cooperative services of the Permanent Committee in working with any group which may be established by the International Conference of American States."

In developing the necessary cooperative relationships with other international organizations that have an interest in social security, Mr. Altmeyer said, the Conference on Social Security was faced with two problems—one of relating the activities of inter-American organizations to each other, and the other of relating inter-American activities to world-wide activities carried on directly by the United Nations or specialized agencies affiliated therewith. "To the extent that we solve these problems in the Americas we shall have strengthened immeasurably effective international cooperation throughout the entire world. And let us not forget that to the extent that each country develops an effective system of social security it promotes not only its own welfare but the welfare of all the other nations of the world. This is true because world-wide peace is based on world-wide social security. The United Nations Charter recognizes this fact. This Charter undertakes not only to promote the political arrangements among the nations that are necessary to arrive at a peaceful world, but also the economic and social conditions among the peoples of all nations that are necessary to maintain a peaceful world."

Mr. Altmeyer concluded with the hope that the Conference would "take full advantage of our opportunity to make a unique contribution to the promotion of world-wide social security and world-wide peace."

The Brazilian Minister of Labor, Industry, and Commerce, Morvan Días de Figueiredo, who had been elected Chairman, welcomed the delegates on behalf of the President of the Republic, General Eurico Gaspar Dutra. The three members of the Governing Body of the International Labor Office spoke on behalf of the group—employees, employees, and government—that each represented. Representatives of the Director-General of the International Labor Office and the International Social Security Association also spoke. In behalf of all the delegations attending the Conference, Ramón del Río, Counselor of the Argentine Embassy in Brazil, thanked the Brazilian Government for having invited the Conference to meet in Rio de Janeiro.

**Agenda of the Conference**

The report of the Secretary-General, a report on the insurance of occupational risks, a study of unemployment insurance, and the conclusions reached by the medical and statistical commissions at their joint meeting were on the Conference agenda for discussion.

In his report the Secretary-General summarized the work of the Secretariat, outlined the financial situation of the Permanent Committee, and reviewed briefly recent social security developments in the Americas. He also dealt, in introductory fashion, with two subjects on which reports had been requested in 1945 by the Permanent Committee—a résumé of child nutrition in relation to social insurance and a study of present legislation governing the investment of the funds of social security institutions. All these subjects were discussed by the delegates, who also described problems and new developments in social security programs in their own countries.

Separate committees were appointed to consider each of the other topics on the agenda, and their conclusions, after discussion and amendment by the full Conference, were later embodied in resolutions and adopted, as noted below. In addition, the General Committee had before it for consideration other resolutions on various aspects of social security. All were subsequently adopted by the Conference after discussion and, in some cases, amendment.

**Resolutions Adopted**

The Conference adopted 10 resolutions, the major points of which are summarized in the following paragraphs.

**Social security and international collaboration.—**A policy of social security for the Americas must be designed to promote secure conditions of economic progress and stability in those American nations whose industrial organization is in its initial stages, so that they may maintain increasingly comprehensive social security and protective services and be provided also with wide possibilities of employment and sufficient means to give their workers the guarantee of improved health, nutrition, clothing, housing, and general education."

**Social security and social services.—**The Conference asked that the forthcoming Ninth International Conference of American States recommend the most effective means of organizing and administering a practical plan for the encouragement of social security in the Americas. It also instructed the Permanent Inter-American Committee on Social Security to cooperate with whatever organization the Conference of American States might set up and "to take any action which may contribute to putting into effective practice" the resolutions that Conference might approve.

**Employment service and unemployment insurance.—**Though unemployment is a problem for few countries at this time, the Conference noted, "it is nevertheless desirable to undertake in each country studies necessary to the introduction of a compulsory unemployment insurance system in accordance with its needs." Unemployment insurance should be given "the appropriate and necessary scope, as part of a general social security system, so as to ensure all due safeguards for the social interests of the worker and his family."

Since "a national employment service offering suitable employment to the workers" is basic to any sound unemployment insurance system, the Conference recommended that the American countries establish national employment services which, in addition to placing workers in jobs, would
compile information on employment, unemployment, and the occupational and geographical mobility of manpower; collaborate with other social insurance institutions; and study and coordinate general problems of national employment.

The following general principles on unemployment insurance were also adopted by the Conference:

"(A) Compulsory unemployment insurance should cover only the risk arising from the lack of suitable employment for those workers who, being available, able, and willing to work, are unable to obtain such employment;

"(B) The insurance benefits shall be paid only to claimants who register for work at public employment offices;

"(C) The rate of benefits should be less than the rate of previous earnings; provided, however, that a sufficient minimum amount is granted in accordance with the cost of living in the country concerned;

"(D) The total amount of benefits should include allowances for dependents, except in the case of countries where systems of family allowances have been or may be established;

"(E) The period for which benefits are payable should vary with the length of time the claimant was previously employed;

"(F) The unemployed worker who becomes incapacitated for work should not receive unemployment insurance benefits but sickness benefits, or public assistance when on account of such insurance he cannot receive the benefit;

"(G) There should be only one fund and one administrative organization which, insofar as possible, should be within the national social insurance institution."

Insurance of occupational risks.—The resolution on workmen's compensation covered a number of points, such as the inclusion of all employed persons, standards for determining adequate cash benefits and medical services, measures for preventing accidents and for rehabilitation, and administration of the program. The Conference called the special attention of the governments "to the recommendation formulated at the First Session of the Conference in Santiago de Chile, that they 'should promote legislation to establish social insurance against industrial accidents and occupational diseases and an organization for systematic prevention.'" The Conference requested the Permanent Committee to "institute a study among the American countries regarding the unification of occupational injury insurance with social insurance, in order that, with a full knowledge of the subject, the Conference may adopt a recommendation concerning the much-needed systematization of social insurance in accordance with facts and practice."

Extension of social security to agricultural workers.—The Conference repeated the resolution, adopted at the Santiago Conference in 1942, urging that the scope of social insurance be extended to include agricultural workers. It recommended that any countries that have not provided full social security coverage for rural workers "do so to the extent and at the pace permitted by the national and regional characteristics of each such country."

Social insurance statistics.—The Conference approved, in principle, the conclusions submitted by the medical and statistical commissions. It instructed the commissions to prepare, for submission to the next Conference, a general basic plan of collecting and reporting social security statistics.

Social insurance statistics and the 1950 Census of the Americas.—The Conference recommended "to the Governments of the American countries the desirability of taking advantage of the census agreed upon in Washington at the meeting of the Inter-American Statistical Institute in September 1947, with the object of obtaining the necessary minimum data for the elaboration of social security statistics." It also recommended that "the Statistical Technical Commission should seek the necessary cooperation of the Coordinating Board of the Committee on the 1950 Census of the Americas of the Inter-American Statistical Institute which was agreed upon in Washington."

Standardization of social security terminology.—The Permanent Committee was asked to study, for inclusion on the agenda of the next Conference, "the question of the standardization of American social security terminology, bringing the various terms used into uniformity and giving the equivalent of each in the four official languages of the Conference."

Coordination of social security services with public social services.—The Conference decided that, in view of the comprehensive character of the aims of social security, public services pursuing similar objectives and social security services must be coordinated. This coordination "should relate not only to the classical aspects of public welfare, such as the development of assistance institutions, the struggle against social diseases, the prevention of risks, and the spread of rules of health, but also to the principle of maintaining the continuity of benefit and of the right to benefit from public services when insurance benefit ceases or cannot be allowed." The resolution stressed the point that the efficiency of social security measures depends to a large extent on coordinated action in this and other equally important aspects of social insurance and public administration.

It was resolved that the Conference at a future meeting should consider the question of the bases, scope, and methods of coordinating social insurance services with government services pursuing similar objectives, including a "comprehensive study of questions connected with the maintenance of medical benefit in cases where that provided by social security institutions to insured persons and their families ceases or is not due."

Principle of tripartite representation at the sessions of the Conference.—The Conference declared "its entire confidence in the pacific solution of social problems by means of the agreement resulting from the necessary cooperation of governments, workers, and employers" and, at the same time, advocated the adoption for its own sessions of the tripartite system which "has made possible the extraordinary realizations of the International Labor Organization in the field of social justice."

(Continued on page 40)
Third Meeting of Inter-American Committee on Social Security

During the Conference the Permanent Inter-American Committee on Social Security held its third meeting. The Committee is responsible for the business and administrative work of the organization, for giving effect to the resolutions and recommendations adopted by the Conference, and for carrying out its work between meetings.

Among its important actions the Committee adopted a budget of $30,000 for 1948, agreed to convene the medical and statistical technical commissions in 1948, and decided to publish a new edition of the Inter-American Handbook of Social Security Institutions.

It was agreed to accept the Colombian Government’s invitation to hold the next meeting in Bogotá.